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NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF NON-LINEAR DIFFUSION PROBLEMS
Alejandra del Carmen and Juan C. Ferreri

RESUMEN

Este trabajo presenta un método para la solu-
ción numérica de problemas de difusión no
lineal utilizando diferencias finitas en redes
móviles. Debido a la presencia de frentes es-
carpados en dominio de la solución y a la pre-
sencia de términos advectivos originados en el
movimiento de la red, se desarrolló un esque-
ma implícito TVD, de primer orden en el tiem-
po y segundo orden en el espacio. Se dan
algunos aspectos algebraicos de la derivación.
Se muestran resultados para la advección pura
de un escalar como caso de ensayo y un
ejemplo que considera el derrame lento de un
fluido sobre una superficie plana. La concor-
dancia entre las soluciones numérica y analíti-
ca es excelente.

ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for the numeri-
cal solution of non-linear diffusion problems
using finite-differences in moving grids. Due to
the presence of steep fronts in the solution
domain and to the presence of advective terms
originating in the grid movement, an implicit
TVD scheme, first order in time and second
order in space has been developed. Some
algebraic details of the derivation are given.
Results are shown for the pure advection of a
scalar as a test case and an example dealing
with the slow spreading of viscous fluids over
plane surfaces. The agreement between nu-
merical and analytical solutions is excellent.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a method for the numerical solution of non-linear diffusion problems using finite-
differences in moving grids. Due to the presence of steep fronts in the solution domain and to the
presence of advective terms originating in the grid movement, an implicit TVD scheme, first order in
time and second order in space has been developed. Some algebraic details of the derivation are
given. Results are shown for the pure advection of a scalar as a test case and an example dealing with
the slow spreading of viscous fluids over plane surfaces. The agreement between numerical and
analytical solutions is excellent.

I. INTRODUCTION

The numerical solution of non-linear diffusion
problems involving steep variations of the dependent
variable as a function of time and space has many
important applications in science and engineering. Phase
change problems, non-linear reaction-diffusion problems,
the slow spreading of viscous fluids over plane surfaces
under the influence of gravity and many other important
problems are governed by unsteady non-linear diffusion
equations of variable complexity. Due to intrinsic non-
linearities in the equation and/or to the boundary
conditions, the solution may develop steep fronts as time
elapses. The accurate resolution of said fronts determines
the global accuracy of the solution. Several approaches
permit attaining this task. Among them, the use of moving
grids is an alternative that allows adaptive refining of the
computing grid and the use of a relatively low number of
nodes to get a given accuracy.

In this paper, an implicit, finite-difference numerical
method is used to solve unsteady, non-linear diffusion
problems in one space dimension (1-D), considering
moving grids. The use of moving grids implies that the
equation to solve includes an advection term which is not
present in the original equation. This implies that, in the
presence of steep fronts, the solution may undergo non-
physical oscillations. To avoid these oscillations, an
implicit, Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) numerical
scheme, first order in time and second order in space using
moving grids was developed, following similar procedures

as the ones specified in [1-3].

The equations to be solved are of the type:

au [ ag(x,u",ux)^o
(1)

u(x,0) =

u(a,t) =

u(b,t) =

uo(x)

giW + i

g3(t)

x € [a,b]

t > 0

t > 0

with x s [a,b] and n>0. In said equation, q is a flux type
expression. Equation (1) is subject to the following initial
and boundary conditions:

(2)

Equation (1) has many interesting peculiarities. For
example, it has a solution depending diffusion coefficient
that, depending on the initial condition (IC), may give an
almost finite velocity for the propagation of information. It
also allows the formation of steep fronts as time elapses.
The imposition of different ICs also permits obtaining self-
similar and travelling wave solutions. One of the most
interesting cases, consists in solving the problems related to
flows exhibiting a delay in the beginning of front
movement, or the so-called flows of waiting fluids. Several
papers review these subjects, known since a long time, and
a throughout discussion may be found in reference [4]. This
situation arises when the initial condition is a sloping fluid



of finite length or, for simplicity, a ramp. In this case the
front does not move until the slope gets its maximum value
(the front becomes vertical at the wall), what occurs when
the front position is coincident with the position of zero
ordinate for the IC.

In the following paragraphs the equations to be
solved, an implicit TVD scheme and an adaptation criterion
are introduced, all in a context of moving grids. The results
are compared with analytical solutions, showing excellent
agreement.

II. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In order to consider moving grids, the following
transformation of co-ordinates is considered:

The scheme is fully conservative and this property is
essential for this kind of constant volume flows. The
justification of this procedure and its related properties
have been given elsewhere [5]. However, the algebraic
specification of the expressions used is given in what
follows for the sake of completeness and readers
convenience. The numerical scheme adopted for the
simulation of the added advective term, together with an
additional transport term (V.u), is specified at first. V will
be set to zero for diffusional problems, but it will be useful
to check the accuracy of the scheme proposed. Then, let us
first consider a generalized fully implicit scheme for the
pure advection of a scalar quantity with constant advection
velocity in a moving grid. In this case, equation (5) reduces
to:

^:(x*») = 0

[T = t
This transformation maps the physical domain (x,t) in an
uniform computational domain (4,T). The transformation
coefficients are:

dx

h = tT = 1

(3)

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation and:

where f (u) = V - x | u. Then, we write:

Fi+1/2 -F M / 2 ] =

where:

- ^ j - Q a o S S j )A i ± I / 2Un + 1

and:

= 0

X , = 1

are the coefficients of the inverse transformation.

Application of the chain rule and reordering leads to:

(4)

d — ( q ( x , u " , u x ) - x T u ) = 0

(5)
Equation (5) is written in conservative form and

includes an advective term that was not present in the
original diffusion equation.

^ - • 5 (x t u)This term is: i_L_i.

Then, to eliminate spurious oscillations coming from
deficient modeling of this term as well as stability
restrictions, an implicit TVD scheme will be adopted from
the beginning. The diffusion like terms included in q will
be modeled by means of centered, finite-differences
expressions.

i±i/2
i+1/2

= V - X

n+l

i±l/2

• I v n + 1 v n

*k —————
At

. At ,
X = — and,

a k I / \ /k+i/2 " I /k-1/2

is a centred differences operator, At is the time step, A^ is
the constant space increment in the computational domain
and n means the time step number of size At. See Fig. 1 for
reference.

A fully-implicit generalized up-wind scheme is
obtained considering that:

Q(z) = 45
i f | z | < 28

i f | z | >6

where the value of 5 is a compromise between the scheme
accuracy and the entropy condition [6].



In order to obtain a TVD scheme being second order
in space we follow the reasoning of Harten [6], changing
the up-wind three points TVD scheme, into a five points
TVD scheme.

U-2 U-1

X-2 X-1 X X+1 X*2

g,n+1 = S i+1/2 maxj 0, min ( |

where:

, G ? ^ S i+
I/2

* n+l I i •£• /** n+1 g~* n+1 \ r\

'i-1/21) l fG i + i /2 • Gj_1/2 ) 0
•1 f^ n + 1 jr (\

(9)

n+l -.2
itl/2-'

i±l/2

A i ± l / 2 U
n+1

n+1S i + 1 / 2 = sign(G IVY/2)

Figure 1 Definition of grid points

Let:

gi

(6)
be a modification of the original flux f evaluated at the
mesh point i, where g is a function to be defined later.
Constructing an up-wind scheme with the modified flux
given by (6), the following scheme is obtained:

It may be proved that the scheme defined by (7) is TVD
and second order in space by construction.

Then the algorithm for the transport problem is defined by:

n+ljjn+I , An+lTTn+l , .n+ltin+l -r-n
i-1 ui-l + A i u i + Ai+1 u i+l li
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Let gj be constructed in such a way that:
(8)

(10a-d)
The super-index k indicates that an iterative procedure was
adopted to deal with the non-linearities. In fact, the solution
for n+1 starts considering old values (time level n) for the
non-linear terms. The new values so obtained are used as a
second approximation to solve the equations and the
iteration continues until the values converge to a given
tolerance (normally 10"*).



In what follows, the numerical scheme adopted to
represent the diffusive terms as given in equation (5) will
be specified. The following analysis will assume, without
loss of generality for our purposes, that q(x,un,ux) is
restricted to the product of a diffusivity D that is a function
of u,x times u*. Equations (lOa-d) constitute a tri-diagonal
system of equations because of the linearization procedure.
Keeping a three-point approximation in a non-uniform grid
for the diffusive terms may imply two undesirable
properties of the resulting numerical scheme. They depend
on the approximations used. The first is that an O(l)
approximation is obtained if a linear variation between
consecutive grid points is assumed to calculate the diffusive
fluxes in equation (5). The second is non-conservativity in
terms of said fluxes if a Lagrange polynomial is used to
evaluate the first order derivatives using only three points.
This is due to the simple fact that, in coming from i to i+1,
a different set of points is used to evaluate the right flux for
i and the left flux for i+1. A remedy for this situation is the
following:

i) approximate the flux in the right face of cell i using the
values of U in i-1, i and i+1.
ii) approximate the flux in the left face of the cell with the

values of U used for cell i-1, that is: i-2, i-1 and i.

This procedure leads to a four point scheme that is
second order in space and fully conservative. Diffusion
coefficients depending on U are obtained at cell faces
using linear interpolations between neighboring points. In
its practical implementation the algorithm avoids
duplication of calculations simply by temporary storing of
previous point coefficients.

Then, the system of equations (lOa-d) modifies to
incorporate the contribution of diffusive fluxes in the
following way:

En
i
n+l t

i-2 i U i
" + ' T"+1 _

where:

M 1 = • DRW FRIL - DL(k) FLlj
AE LAt,

Eft1 = Aft1 + — [-DR(k) FRIR]

(lla-d)
where, according to Fig. 1, the following procedure has
been applied:

For each i, calculate:

Hi

Hj.i

H,
H2

H3

F,

F2

F3

Then, when

I ~ xi+2 " X

= = X• - X -

— Xj - X j .

= H i . , / 2

= Hj / 2

= H i + , / 2

= 1 / ((H,
= 1 / ((H,

= 1 / ((H2

i equals 2:

1 / ( (H , + H 2 ) ( H , + 2 H 2 + H 3 ) )

H2)(H2 + H3))

H3)(H, + 2H2 + H3))

FRIL= (H2 - H3)F,

FRI = (2H2 + Hi - H3)F2

FRBR= (3H2 + H,)F3

FLIL = (H3 + 3H2)F,

FLI = (2H2 + H3 - H,)F2

FUR = (H, - H2)F3

and, for i > 2, using the previously (i.e. for i-1) calculated
values for the computation of the left face flux, it results:

FLIL = FRIL

FLI = FRI

FLIR = FRIR

FRIL = (H2 - H3)F]

FRI = (2H2 + H, - H3)F2

FRIR = (3H2 + Hi)F3

In the expressions above, DL is the diffusivity
calculated at the left cell face and DR applies to the value at
the right face. They are obtained from the following
expressions. Defining:

HR - Hi+I

HL = Hi
then:

/ HR

HL

U R = (U, H i+1 + U i+1

U L = (Ui. ,Hi + U i H i .

DR = DR(UR)
DL = DL(UL)

These expressions complete the algorithm formulation.

In order to adapt the computational grid to the
variations of the computed solution, the following
functional will be minimized [7]:



L

f •dx
W(x)

(12)
where £x can be considered the nodal density of the grid
and W(x) is a weighting function to be defined later. The
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation derived from (12)
is given by:

W(x)
c = constant

(13)
In 1 -D problems, the transformation from the physical to

the computational plane can be obtained explicitly.
Normalization of (13) in [0,L] and integration between 0
and x leads to:

-l _
L x

|w(x)dx TW(s)ds

Points x; , i = 1,N-1 are defined in such a way that x
results in a uniform grid (AE, = 1 / N) and Xo = 0, xN = L.
As a consequence, the points in the physical plane are
defined as follows:

L

Jw(s)ds - 1 JW(s)ds

(14)
Equation (14) may be solved iteratively in explicit form. A
particular implementation [7] of an algorithm due to Boor
[8] was used. The initial grid (t=0) is obtained iterating an
uniform grid. This iteration adapts the grid to the initial
gradients according to the following definition for W:

W(x) = a + (3 | x§

This expression, conveniently re-normalized, may be
used to assign a given percentage of nodes to the zones
with steep gradients. This criterion permits moving only
part of the nodes. Subsequent smoothing improves the
adaptation.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, some examples dealing with the application
of scheme (lla-d) to the solution of non-linear diffusion
equations will be presented. However, at first, it is
important to get a quantitative measure of the accuracy of
the methodology. Due to this, we now consider a simple
square wave transport problem.

Figure 2 shows the results for the pure advection of a
unit square wave, considering the following set of data:

V = 0.5; L = 10; T= 10; N = 100; At = T/1000;
Xo= 1; Wo= 1; R = 30 and 5=0.0

where R is the percentage of points to be affected by
gradients and Wo is the wave length. As may be observed,
the fronts are captured reasonably well. The trajectories of
the grid points are quite smooth and rectilinear and the
global accuracy, as seen from the agreement between the
computed and the analytical curves, is quite good.

In what follows an example of the computation of
waiting fronts will be analyzed. The simulations have been
performed considering different nodalizations, a typical one
consisted of 200 grid points and 2100 time steps to span a
non-dimensional space domain of length L=2 and a time
interval T=1.05. In this way the same criteria was used in
all the calculations.
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Figure 2 The transport of a square wave

However, adapting the integration length to different
values showed some effect on the computed value for Tw.
This was due to the fixed number of points. Because of
that, the space length of the computational domain was
fixed as 2. Considering a fixed number of time steps for
different values of T did not show significant effects. The
values did not change more than 1% in this way. The
accuracy of the solution depends, of course, of the number
of grid points. Another factor influencing the solution is
the value of 5, the constant to cumpliment the entropy
condition.

At first glance, the diffusive properties of the
equations solved may ensure positive solutions. It was not
the case due to the lack of low order truncation errors and



to the movement of the grid. The solution was practically
positive setting 8=0, however negative values of 1010 to
10"40 appeared, depending on the word length. This
undesirable behaviour was eliminated setting 5=0.01.
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Figure 3 The front for the waiting spread of a fluid

Figure 3 shows the solution obtained with the TVD
scheme, using 400 grid points, with 30% of the nodes
assigned to the step variations of the solution and
At=0.0005. The value of Tw = 0.96 was determined. It is
interesting to point out that, when the front is accurately
detected as in this case, the profile corresponding to the
conspicuous cycle number that is plotted in Figure 3
coincides with the one determined from the maximum
numerical slope.

Many other cases have been solved, including
axysimmetrical problem and sudden changes in the wall
slope. The latter gave interesting profiles resembling
Burgers' equation solutions and will be reported
elsewhere. Additionally, the codes were verified vs.
benchmark problems for the pure advection equation,
giving very accurate results with a minimum of node
number, even using an O(l) upwind formulation.

fronts. A formal proof of the TVD properties was found.
The accuracy of the results is very good when compared
with analytical and experimental results for the slow
spreading of viscous fluids over plane surfaces. The latter
justified the approach of utilizing moving grids together
with a fully-implicit scheme, because this approach avoided
the appearance of spurious oscillations in the vicinity of the
front. At the same time it assures an excellent resolution of
the steep variations of the solution.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

A conservative, fully-implicit, TVD, finite-
differences numerical scheme in a moving grid has been
applied to solve non-linear diffusion problems with moving
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